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Volume VI, Number 4

Por-tland-Gorham

Spring Distinguished Speaker
Series Named
The· spring semes t e r ,
boosted by a $1 5 , 0 0 0 grant
from the student activity
fee, will see such notables
come to UMPG as columnist
Jack Anderson, historian
Arthur Schleslinger Jr,
Comedian Pat Paulsen, the
National Shakespeare Company, Philosopher Allan
Watts, Indian activist KahnTineta Horn and the ex drug
addict psychodrama company
Marathon.
.
Anderson, the columni s t
who took over f rom Drew
Pearson and who was recently
involved in the "Pakistan
Papers", will be coming here
March 3rd , almo s t a month
after he revealed a h1t
and run spree by Portland's
United States Represe ntat i v e
Peter Kyros.
The internat ionally known columnist
wi ll be speaking in the
Portland gymnasium.
Marathon , is a p lay
prod uction p ut on b y e xdrug addicts, which is
suppose to present a thoughtprovoking analysis ot the
drug scene. The play will
be put on March 17th in
Luther Bonney Audi t orium.
The p lay is a capsuled view
of the p hi l osophy and techniques used by Mara thon
House in the r e h a b i litation
of addicts.
Eight e x addicts ages 15 . to 23, who
are pre sen tly resident~ of the
Hous e , recre ates scenes that
take place during a d diction
a nd rehabili tation .
Indi rectly they also make an
ef fe c t ive commen ta ry o n
our .s ociety _and the cir c umsta n c es tha t lead people to
drug abuse.
Schlesinger, a worldfamous historian and an
intimate Kennedy advisor,
will speak at ·the Gorham
gym on April 8th.
The
Harvard professor won a
Pulitz er Prize for his "The
Age of Jackson." After
serving in the Office of
War Information, h e returned to education and
thence to Adlai Stevenson
campaign. The noted author
served as Special Assi stant
to President John Ken nedy
and received a second Pulitze r for "A Thousand
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Jack _ANDERSON

KAHN-TINETA HORN

ALLAN WATTS

ARTHUR SCHCESINGER

Researeh Building Laeks Plans
After more than ten years
of history, the Law School ·
will h ave a n e w building an d
the un iver sity - wide system
will hav e an Adv anced Study
and Research Building.
The Law· School appears to
be the only portion of th~
b u ilding in which any clear
fun ction has been dete r mined :
Th e pro f e s sional graduate
scho o l wil l take up the
t wo and on~ -half bottom
floors of t he se v en story
structure.
Chance l lo r Dona l d McNe il,
r e tainin g s ome c on t rol o v e r
the building , named Pres ident
Louis Cali s ti as Acting Dir .e ctor on November 11th .
Two days later he app o inted
Steve Simonds, Coordinator
of Human Services Manpower
Planning, to also serve
as associate director for
the new silo-shaped structure .
The seventh story is
another area of the building that has plans.
The
plans are to do nothing with
it. This floor will not be
used u~til some time in the
future.
Various reasons are
given.
In any ~vent . the
penthouse will have no internal walls.
This opeI'-

bay situation ha~ been
attributed to su~h things as
cost of living consequences,
a three month delay in construction imposed by McNeil
in late 1969 and even the
wish to house the medical
school without walls.
Simond's version is that
there were never plans to
have walls up there at any
time.
The I lan was to build .
it, accord ing to the bui :.C.:ing
associat~ director, arid then
at some future date the floor
could b e r e n o v ated easily
a nd put t o an app :i:-ov ed or
d e sired use .
Simo nds, in an interview
with the Viking, conceded
that it "wo uld be awhile
before anyone moves ~nto the
fourth through sixth floors."
He described the overall func, tion of the building as
"problem-solving" and that
it will probably be "where
the university becomes alive
and finds _ its identity."
During 1968 and 1969,
neighborhood protest arose
in the Nathan Clifford area
over the university expansion across Deering Avenue
and the hazard of construction to neiqhborhood child-
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Health Team
Recommends
Coordination
Three lnvestigators from
the American College Health
Association finished a threeday investigation here last
week and in an oral briefing
with President Louis Calisti
stated their major recommendation will be the hiring of
a medical coordinator.
The evaluation team was
comprised of F. J. Kilpatrick,
M.P.H., Director - of Environmental Health Service, University of Iowa; Mrs. A. M.
Winch, R. N. ,, Assistant
Director of Student Heal~h
Admin istration and Nursing;
and Gerald Sinykin, M. D.,
Director of Student Health
Administration and Nursing. ·
The team met with administrators, faculty and
students as we ll as classified personnel, Maine
Medical Cent er personnel,
and other health related
community leade rs.
They
also met with the UMPG con' sulti ng psychiatrist, Dr.
Alfred Darby .
Since ve ry
few people were aware of
the availability of a
ps y chiatrist for the University community, this
revelation was surprising.
As much as we could find
out by press time, the
psychiatrist is only used
sparingly on a referral
basis upon recommendation
of the two UMPG counselors.
The team will. now
prepare a 60-page report
that will not be ready
until April.. The Health
Association group were
thoroughl y impressed by
the e x pressed administrative
commitment to improv ing
health services here.

Tieket Hours
Joseph Cross, head of the
campus security has announced
that someone will be in the
security office on the Gorham
campus to take tickets and
answer ·any questions students
may have concerning parking
on the campus during the
following hours: Monday:
8-lG and 2-4:30. Tuesday:
B-11 and 1-4:30. Wednesday:
1-4:30. Thursday: 10-11 and
1-4:30. Friday: 8-10 and
1-2.

Radio Station Meeting
All those interested in
joining the staff of the UMPG
radi o station have been invited to a tten d a meeting pn
Tuesday at five in the Faculty Dining Room at the
Gorham Campus.
Recently
the station received a
three th ousand dollar
appropriation to get underway. _
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Student Voting
Ril!hts Explained

Feb. 14, 1972

Barber Shop
Singing WednesdRy

By the terms of a federal
The Society · for the Precourt order made in the case
servation
and Encouragement
of Frederick Conti, and others,
of
Barber
Shop
Quartet Singversus the Board of Registraing
in
America,
Inc is the
tion of the Town of Gorham, . a
largest
men's
singing
organstudent who has been a good
ization
in
the
world.
The
faith resident of Maine for
Portland
chapter
is
interested
six months and the town where
in recruiting some college
he or she lives for three
men
into their ranks. Many
months, who is 18, a citizen
chapters
throughout the United
of _the u. s., and who has a
States
have
done so with great
good faith intention to remain
success,
gaining
members who
indefinitely in that town, may
are
more
musically
talented
· register and vote in that town.
than
most
of
the
men
now
Age and residence are calculasinging.
ted as of the date of the
Wednesday they will be
election for which the student
performing
some of the old
wishes to register.
The fact
music
for
which
they are
of being a student is a neutral
'
famous
in
Luther
Bonney
factor for registration purAuditorium
at
8
p.m.
along
poses.
with
some
of
the
more
moFred Conti's case was
dern
songs
done
in
barberbrought by the Maine Civil
•
shop style. According to
Liberties Union, which is conCharles Mansfield, a member
cerned that 18 y ear olds just
of
the group, "the style-,
granted the right to vote by
fellowship,
goals, organi the 26th Amendment, might los,e
zation,
and
our Internationthat right because they are
al
Service
Project
will be
students living away from their
briefly
e
xplai
ned
to
the
"home". Fred is a student at
young
men
and
an
invitation
UMPG, and comes originally
to "try us" for a few weeks
from Massachusetts.
will
be e xtended . If we get
It is not clear how boards
four
volunteers, we will als
of registration will . treat
also
try to form a quartet
this recent order, but a stufrom
-the
audience for ten or
dent who meets the age, citififteen
minutes
after the
zenship, and residency requireprogram."
ments . (don't worry about
This program is open to
returning "home" for vacations,
all
the college community
etc.), should be permitted to
as
it
will be entertaining,
v ote locally if he or she has
educational,
and there is a
no present, definite intention
women:s
organization
mu~h
of returning "home" to live
like
the
men's
group.
·
after completing college.
The
cast
will
consist
of
That is, if you feel that you
the
Downeasters
(Portland
reside in the town where you
go to college, if you call that chorus) The Northern Lights,
The Country Gentlemen, c1.:11d.
place home, and you have no
the Oceanaires (three·
intention right now of going
quartets)
.
back where you came from, you
should be permitted to vote
locally. If you meet the tests outlined here, and if you want to
participate in the democratic
The Resident Student Govprocess locally, you should
ernment is looking for stutry to register.
If you are
dents interested in serving
turned down, and wish to puron a Gorham campus arbitrasue the matter further, the
tion board.
According to
Maine Civil Liberties Union,
Lynda Stofan, Pr esident of
142 High Street, ~ortland
RSG, "We need students who
04101, Tel. 774-5444, would
are willing to donate a lot
be interested in hearing
of time and effort toward
about your problem.
establishing a workable ·
board set-up. Please under~
stand that this arbitration
board is not qualified to
handle major v iolations of
University Policy, but is
rather, a board of peers
established to deal with
minor individual complaints.
This board should prove itOn Friday at 10 a.m. on
self very worthwhile because
the first floor Academy
it will be designed to give
building, Gorham campus,
the individual student an
there will be a meeting of
opportunity to resolve comfaculty and students of
plaints without fear of
the Department of Art to
discipinary ac tion."
establ ish procedures and
They need around 15 stuform committee s for departdents who "have a genuine
ment work.
At this time
intere st in an arbitration
the students should form
bo a rd structure." Any one
an-organiz;ation t o estainterested in learning more
blish p:-C'lcedures and seabout this, should contac t
cure representatives to
Robert Chasse (Tower B) or
college wide committees.
Stofan.

Arbitration
Board
.

Art Meeting
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Speakers (from page one)
Days."
Allan Watts, due at the
Portland gym on April 15th,
is a world famous philosopher, ~heologian and author.
He is best known as an interpreter of Zen Buddhism
and of Indian and Chinese
philosophy.
He has earned
the reputation of being one
of the most original and
"unrutted" philosophers of
the century.
The National Shakespeare
Company will present Twelth
Night in the Portland gym
on April 22nd.
This is
rated as the finest
classical touring company
in the country.
It. has
'.
been termed as exciting,
entertaining and provocative.
This is its ninth
touring season.
Pat Paulsen, Comedian
and Presidential candidate,
will be talking at the
Gorham gym on May 5th.
Paulsen will be thesecond Presidential candidate to speak to a general
audience in Maine.
Benjamin
Spock was 11ere two weeks ago.
Also sc~eduled is KahnTineta Horn, an Indian activist, who will speak in
Bailey Auditorium.
She is
a full-blooded Iroquois and
is billed as one of the most
forceful and controv ersial
Indian spokesmen of the
last decade.
The member
of the Mohawk Nation was
recently denied permission
to meet with the Prime
Minister of Great Britain
in regard to vi olation of
the Jay Treaty of 1794.
She states that she is
seeking to encourage the
Indian's creative capacity.

Law School (from page one)
ren going to Nathan Clifford
school.
A meeting took
place last week between
Calisti and a couple of PTA
representatives on the same
subjects.
They complained
that the law school gate was
being left opened and the
parki~g lot exit on Exeter
Street created a hazard for
children going to school.
The parking lot is located
between the Chancellors
Office and the Academic
Vice-Presidents Office.
Simonds fears that the
new building may fail in a
primary purpose.
~Rather
than being a link to the
community, it may symbolize
a fortress to some," cautioned the Human Services
Director.
Simonds refused to release to the press a draft
document he had prepared
for the local administration outl1ning goals and
possible operational plans
for the seven story structure. A meeting will be
held on March 3rd .with
Calisti and some of the
people involved in the
.future of the building.

The New Law School, Research
And Advanced Study Building

First Floor

Third Floor

Fr«,nt Porch
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Letters To The Editor
Another Look At
To the Editor:

E. Frome

I also attended a production of the Tree House
Players ' Ethan Frorne, and,
like the other self-~ssurned
critics would like to share
my thoughts and opinions
with those unfortunate
enough to miss a perforrnanceto tell you what you missed,
and with those fortunate
to attend-to tell you what
you saw.
More than enough has been
written _of the adequacy of
the costumes, sets, and
lights (under the direction
of Rootes, Rootes, and
Stump) , _therefore rather
than branching out to further their impressive credits I shall ' leave off and
start in a new vein.
"In what is becoming a
Tree House tradition, the
play featured strong actinq .. "
This tradition tnankfully has
been greatly he!~et by the
directing techniques of
Portland's own, Bill Steele.
Almost fearful of the staid
"a-rnove-for-every-line-anda-line-for-every-rnove," I
!}.ad almost decided no.t to
attend E. Frorne.
Yet with
the knowledge of new and
competent blood I looked
forward to freshness in this
production--and was completely
rewarded, both in the naturalness of the stage movement
and in the frequent gusts of
cold air blowing throu~-h
the stage window anc~ into
the audience.
"The great strength of
the play was in the acting."
I was glad to view the awareness, spontaneity and naturalness as just that and
not acting.
Director Steele
was able to realize the potential of his actors and
this was a major bo(n to
the production.
The many
dresses were effective, yet,
at times, with the dim lighting, it was hard to dis~inguish one from the other.
The reality of the set was
impressive--the pump with
running water, the massive
four-poster bed, etc-equally impressive was the
reality of the length of
scene changes.
Perh~ps the printers
should be changed--a look
at the program and at first
I thought I was attending
another production pt
"Thoreau.'·' Also, Steele's
billing must have be,en an
error, for it is rare for
the director to be listed
under the set and light
designers.
.
I agree with one critic
(who unfortunately paid
little attention to. the first
Saturday night performance
she reviewed) in saying
"Truly the finest presentation of the s ·e ason," if,
however, she means the sin-
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gle, first presentation of
the corning. spring season.
Not having .saw all the theater productions of the fall
and winter season, she would
therefore ~e unqualified to
judge properly ... "Under the
direction of William Steele,
Ethan Frame gave the audi-·
ence a most enjoyable evening
and left them with a certain
something to carry -away"-the program.
Diane Lewis
These are also the combined, compounded, and
£ractured opinions of
1
the undersigned.
Alec Diarnon
Barbara Halley
Marianne Owen
(Editors Note:
The anove
have been theater people
here for a while).

Credit Story Lacking
To the Editor:
There are certain responsibilities for which even a
college newspaper should be
held accountable.
It is my
opinion that three of these
responsibilities were ignored
in the latest issue of The
Viking with the printing of
"How The Telephone Cornpcny
Fights Credit Fraud."
I believe it is necessary
to inform you of what I as a
student and reader expect of
The Viking.
First, a ·newspaper article should have a purpose.
It should instruct, inform,
stimulate. or scintillate.
It should, whether it is well
received or controversial, be
worth reading.
Second, articles should be
well written . . If the writer
has not mastered the art of
sarcasm or been endowed with
the gift of wit he should keep
his writing clear, concise and
straightforward.
He shonld
also know which ax ne intends
to grind and why. ··
Third, the newspaper editor
should have some convictions
concerning what he prints and,
subsequently, what kind of
reputation he wishes his newspaper to have.
Evidence of the knowledge
of these responsibilities is
lacking in "How the Telephone
Company Fights Credit Fraud."
If the article we~e meant to
be funny, it fails miserably.
The article was bad but the
"Editor's Comment" was positively insulting.
The writer's
cute little catch phrases such
as "ratted on" and ·· act like a
proper pig businessman or
woman" in no way help a bad
article. They do shed some
light on the unprofessional
status of the writer.
I realize that almost eve-ry
student in the country has
declared his own war on the
telephone company.
I have
neither the time nor the inclination to defend this company nor do I~owe them any
I
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allegiance.
The fact of the
matter is that using an illegal
credit ~ard number is wrong.
The action taken by the telephone companies to combat
fraud in no way _affects anyone except credit card holders
who should be untroubled by
the new code numbers. As a
matter of fact, what the telephone companies do (short of
increasing rates which is an
approaching possibility and
could be worth reporting) most
often amounts to better service if it affects us at all.
A campus newspaper can be
an important weapon, it should
carry news, it should stimulate minds.
But it takes hard
work, dedication, and above
all, talent.
The next time filler is
needed so badly perhaps you
could find an article on how
we should improve the academic standards of UMPG.
Or, you could leav~ a _page
blank.
L. Starnpone
(Editors Note: - As long as
the Telephone Companies do
not rise up against their
organizations being used
to collect money to slaugh ter innocent babies, women
and old men, we shall continue vublishing any changes
in credit card numbers.)

Not Apathy
To the' Edi tor:
This letter is in re~
sponse to the one written
by David Holbrook, Editor
of the Umpire.
-·
First of all, I am not
lazy nor apathetic to worthwhile projects.
Second, I could spend
half my life responding to
items that I receive in
the mail.
Third, I wouldn't buy a
book of worthless trivia
and photographs just because you sell it at a
price lower than someone
else.
Fourth, . and last, r "
would like you to know
that I think you are
wasting your time and my
money.
George N. Cernodanovs

Playhouse Theatre
Gorham, Maine

Tel. 839-4000

This Coming Thursday, Friday
And Saturday
Shows 7-9 p.rn.

Adm. $1.25

Dustin Hoffman &
Martin Balsam in ·

Little Big Man

/
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Crowley Review

Attacked
To the Editor:
Tizz Crowley's intelligence (sic) wasn't showing~
I often wonder wh y it is
that people who k now nothing
about any thing suddenly become "experts" and begin to
criticize.
Miss Tizz Crowley is one
of these people and the
latter statement certainly
holds true i n her case.
How
can this person (who has had,
I believe, one course in
drama) criticize any play,
in the first place, and, secondly, say that it is "the
best of the season" when she
hasn't even seen all the
plays performed at UMPG this
ye~r? She told me herself
that she ~idn't want to see
one group of plays done on
the Portland Campus because
they scared her (sicko!).
This letter is not meant
to detract from the performance of "Ethan Frome"
but it is meant to show the
situation as it really is
and not as Miss Crowley
would like it to be.
I might make two suggestions:
that the Viking
get someone with experience
in the theatre and who knows
what's really going on to
gi v e a fair and true to the
facts ~riticism of any and
all productions and also
th at Ti z z Crowley should
stick to her tea parties and
leave theatre alone.
M. Owen
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ship shall be equal to 50% of
th~ faculty membership in the
Assembly and must include one
student in elementary, one
student in secondary, one
student in industrial arts
and one full. time ~raduate
student in education.
In
all, there are openings for
six students.
The School of Education
Assembly will be the policy
making body for the School~
The Assembly term shall be
October 1 of an academic
year through September 30 of
the ne·xt.
The Student Education
Association has been appointed to select student representation.. Membership _in
the SEA is NOT a prerequisite for eligibility
as a student representative.
All Kindergarten/Primary,
Elemen~ary, Secoridary, Industrial Arts and full time
Education Graduate students
who are "professionally"
interested should attend the
meeting in Room 304 Bailey,
on Wednesday, at four o'
clock.
If a student can not make
th~ meeting or if any questions arise, he should contact
either June Sorenson at
839-3958 or Donna Benson
or Miriam Deans in Robie
Hall.

Language Lab
Has Benefits

The benefits of a European
or Asian tour to the student
who is interested in foreign
languages are many.
He hears
(Edito r's n ote:
The review
the
language
spoken
b
y
a
s t a n d s.
Unfortun a t e ly an
variety
of
natives,
he
can
ed i to r- in - chief wi t h out o ne
enjoy
play~
,
music,
and
poetry
cou r se in journ al ism a n d not
readings
as
performed
by
proone io t a o f expe r ie n c e befessionals
in
their
native
hi n d him is n ot a b out to fire
tongue.
But studen ts here
a d rama criti c wi th a course
are
finding
an easier way to
b e h i n d her.
Seriously cne
enjoy
these
same
benefits.
bes t crit i cs a re not t h e a They
are
taking
advantage
of
t re p e op l e.
Th e re are peothe
resour.ces
of
the
language
p l e who c an r e vi ew and t h ere
laboratory on the Portland
a r e p e o p 1 e who c-a n a ct .
Very .
campus.
s e l d om do you f i nd a well In the language lab, a
r o un d e d pe r son in t his r e ga rd
student enroll e d in a foreign
Fi nall y , t his is a c o lleg e
language cours e is able to
n ew s pap er, and j u s t like th e
improve his listening comco l leg e expe r ie n ce a tri a l.
prehension and speaking
L et' s ta ke i t e a s y on c riability by list~ning ana
ticis m.
I t is jus t l ik e
responding to tapes o f a
la ug h ing a t a c r ipp l e l e a r nparticular for e ign language.
ing to wa l k .)
The se tap e s range from elementary drills for the b e- 1
ginner to play s and concerts
for the advanced linguist.
A reinforcement for the
The School of Education
classroom is the way Adele
has created an assembly
Hernandez, director, des" ... to provide faculty and
cribes the lab.
"Students
students with a ·means of
taking a biology or chemiraising and discussinc
stry course e x pect their
missions and objecti v ~s of
course work to involv e some
the School ... and of making
laboratory work, " notes Her-.
recommendations to the Counnandez.
"Bowev er, the forcil , the Permanent Standing
eign language student may
Commit t ees or to the committnot realize the v aluable
ees of the Council."
learning aid he has i n the
Faculty representation to
language lab."
the Assembly is determined by
There are two important
the informal groups within
advantages which are not
the School.
Student memberalways available in the

Edoeation Majors

, I

Jamie Br~ckett perfo~ming
last Friday night at the
Gorham Student Center.
/

classroom. First, because
he listens to the language ~
as it is spoken by a number
of different natives, both
men and women, the student
is able to hear the many
variations of speech. Also,
he can replay . the tapes
until he can reproduce the
language sound he hears.
Although the lab portion
of a language course at UMPG
is optional, Hernandex emphatically points out that
a student who works in the
lab has a much better oral
response in the classroom.
Five different la~g u a g e
programs can be transmitted
simultaneously from the Portland campus faciltiy.
Individual booths for 30 students
are equipped with a microphone . and an activated
headset t h at allows a student to hear himself through
his own headpiece.
In
addition, the lab director
is able to monitor each
student individually and can
cut in when he needs to be
corrected. Nine of the
booths also contain tape
recorders.
'Hernandez, who is a
member of the National
Association of Language
Lab Directors, is alwa y s
working to bring new ideas
to the lab.
To supplement
the v ast collecti on of tapes
she already has, she hopes
to arrange a s y stem of exchanging tapes with other
campuses of the Uni v ersity
and perhaps with other colleges in the state.
She has also worked to
extend the benefits of the
lab to more than just the
foreign language student.
An invitation to use the
lab's resources was sent to
all departments .within the
Uni v e r sity, and Hernandez
notes that since some of
the other professors started
to tape their lectures, the
lab has become a more popular place, "particularly at
exam t i me," she adds with a
smi le.
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.Jury Seleetion
In Harrisburg Trial
If ignorance is bliss, the
jury in the Harrisburg conspiracy trial should be the
happiest bunch of people in
town.
As the laborious process
of jury selection inched along
last week, most of the prospective jurors who were not eliminated said they had heard
little or nothing about the
Harrisburg case, although it
has been headline news for more
than a year.
On trial are seven antiwar activists, including Fr.
Philip Berrigan, charged with
conspiring to raid draft
boards and other federal offices, kidnap Presidential
advisor Henry Kissinger, and
bomb government heating tunn€1 ~ in an antiwar. plot.
An eighth defendant will
be tried separately later.
Many of the prospective
jurors, most of whom are
white, middle-aged residents
of small Central Pennsylvania
towns and rural areas, said
during voir dire examination
that they have no opinion on
the Vietnam War.
One, in response to a defense question,
said he had never heard of
My Lai.
Judge R. Dixon Herman
led off the individual questioning of the jury prospects
by asking them about their
newspaper reading habits.
~The only thing . I read is
the food ads," one woman said.
Asked if she listened to
radio news, she said, "I don't
like to hear all the things
that's going on because it's
confusing, so I listen to the
music mostly."
Another woman, asked about
her reading, said, "I .i;ead
the obituary column, the weddings, things that interest
women - not the front page."
Her other reading consisted,
she said, of Readers Digest
and her church publication.
Both women survived the
voir dire examination and are
now subject only to preremptory
challenges.
By week's end, of the 175
prospective jurors summoned
to appear in yourt Monday, 114
had been eliminated, and there
were more eliminations to come.
Many were cut out because
of hardship or because they
said they had an opinion on _
the case during preliminary
examination by Judge Herman.
Those who survived the
first round then faced more
intensive questioning by
prosecution and defense attorneys.
As soon as 46 prospective
jurors have survived, that
round of questioning, preremptory challenges will be exercised (28 for the defense,
6 for the prosecution) to reduce the number of jurors to
12.
During the voir dire,
chief prosecute! William
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Lynch asked each Juror whether
he could put out of mind whatever feelings he had on the
Vietnam War in arriving at a
verdict.
Those who had doubts
were eliminated.
"The Vietnam War iff not
on trial here," Lynch said.
He also asked the jurors
if they would disregard
whether or not they liked or
agreed with the law at issue
in reaching a verdict.
All
said they would.
The defense, led off by
former U.S. Attorney General
Rams~y Clark, asked jurors
about military connections
of their family and friends
and questions about their
residence, employment, religion and attitudes toward
war and the government.
Among those excused were
a man who iaid he wa~ "progovernme1±._t" and a woman who
works as a 1ail matron and
said, "I'm a firm believer in
the Bible. And the Bible
says there will be wars and
rumors of wars, so I guess
we' 11 ·always have the!fl. " ,
The defense asked some
~respective jurors if they
understood that the bringing of the indictment did
not imply the defendants
were guilty and that the
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defendants were under no
obligation to prove themselves innocent.
Those questions were
asked only of those jurors
whom the defense appeared
to want to eliminate, but
on whom they did not want
to use up a p :r;:_e remptory ,
challenge unless they had
to.
After long questioning
along those lines, one woman
stated emphatically, "They' re
not guiity u~til they're
proven innocent."

Dorm Spaee
Still Available
We have a limited number
of bed space available in
our residence halls for this
semester!
They're being
assigned to students on a
first come, first served
basis.
If - you've never
lived in a reitdence hall
or if you'd like to move
back on campus, stop by the
Housing Office on the Gorham
campus and fill out a room
application form.

Your Future
With Burroughs
MARKETING BUSINESS MACHIN~S--Starting as a marketing
management trainee, the Burroughs sales representative
assists business manage~ent in solvini its accounting
and data processing problems.
He does this by bringing ,
to their requirements a complete line of computational
equipment, and a highly 'respected accounting and data
processing background. A professional data processing
problem solver, he works directly with his customers,
the top echelon of management in industry, banking,
government and 'retailing.
His work requires a high degree of imagination, fast thinking and creativity, for
which he is well compensated.
The candidate for a position as marketing management
trainee should hav e a Bachelor's Degree, preferably an
MBA, with a better-than-average academic record.
He
should have basic knowledge in accounting methods and
should also have successfully completed a course in computer science or other computer related subject.
Call collect between 9 and 5 or write for an interview
at one of the following locations in this area:
BRANCH MANAGER

ADDRESS

J.H. INGLIS

468 Forest Ave
Portland, Me.

TELEPHONE
773-8119

Burroughs has 200 branch offices throuchout the
United States. For consideration i~ 6th~r parts of the
country forward your resume, indicating geographic preference, to:
College Recruiting
Marketing Personnel
Burroughs Corpciration
6071 Second Avenue
Detroit, Michigan 48232
Burrou11hs Corporation

----m-----

An ~Equal Opportunity Employer
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Igor Kipnis·
Harpsichordist
The world-re nowne d harpsichordist, Igor Kipnis, wi ~~
be making an appearance a~
Russell Hall on Wednesday at
eight o'clock under the auspices of the UMPG Concert
Series. His program, which
full y illustrates the great
scope and variety of the
harpsichord repertoire, will
also include his own works.
Kipnis, who has performed
throughout the Uni~ed btct~es
Canada, and Europe since
h is debut in 1959, is acclaimed not only for his v irtuosity b ut also for the entertaining quality of his
rec i tals.
Realizing that
some listeners are unfamiliar with his instrument
or its music, he demonstrates how the harpsichord
works and comments informally on some of the pieces.
Igor Kipnis brings his own
harpsichord with him on his
tours, an eight-foot concert
grand instrument made for him
by Rutkowski and Robinette,
in New York.
It is this
harpsichord which has been
featured in his many recordings for CBS (Columbic!i. and
Epic Records).
Admission
is free.
Kipnis, son of the famous
Metropoli t an Opera basso,
Ale x ander Kipnis, has been
associated with music ever
since his boyho od in the
nineteen-thirties.
He received his first piano lessons from his grand-father,
the noted Chicago composer
a nd pianist Heniot Levy .
Kipnis studied at Harvard
Uni v ersity.
It wa s here,
under the tutel age o f t he
.Ame ri can c omposer Randall
Th omps o n, t ha t h e b e c ame
fa sc in ated by the mus ic of
the Baroq ue p erio d . . Subse~
quen t ly, he made · an exten sive s t udy .o f Re nc is s an-ce
and Bar oque styl e s un de r
' Th u rston Da rt, amon g other s ,
a nd he is now a r ecog n i ze d
a uthor i t y in t h is f i e ld.
Kipn i s h a s a p pear ed i n
r e c i t a l s a nd a s s olo i st
with orc h estr as b oth here
a nd a bro a d.
His h arp sic hor d is an e igh t -foo t, two man ual con c er t gand i ns tr ume nt .
Ki p n is h as made n umero us
highl y a c claimed re co rdi n gs
on many major lab els.
His
radio program, " The Age of
Baroque," is broadca s t weekly
on The New York Times'
famous cl as si ca l music stat ion, WQXR . Kipn i s i s also
a r eviewer for HI -FI /Ster e o
Review .

Canteen Co. of Maine
Comple te Vending and
Manual Food Service

IGOR KIPNIS, Harpsichordist
to convince HEW to accept
their plan as the university
has so far failed to outline
, any more c h anges it is prepared to m~ke in response to
the HEW suit.
WAAC voted January 12
The u. S. government has
to support 30 custodial staff
threatened to suspend all
federal contracts with Columwomen (classified as "maids")
bia Uni versity unless Co lumwho have been g i ven notice
bia can prepare a program
that their jobs will termito end se x discrimination
nate in , 16 days.
Uni v ersity
in university hiring , prospokesmen claim the women,
motion, and sal a ry standards.
the majority of whom are
Two p l a ns ~lready submitted
black and Latino , a r e b e i ng
by the un ive rsity admin ifired because of budgetary
stration have been rejected
cutbacks, al though more :as inadequate b y the U.S.
janitors were recently h i red.
Department of Health,
Janitors and maids perform
Education and Welfare (HEW).
basically the same duties,
The threat t o cut
b u t the maids are paid $1 8
Columbia off from fed e ral
a week l ess.
c o n t r act s was anno unce d
Since , J a nuary, 1970,
l ast November fol lowi n g a n
mo re than 350 co l le ge s and
HEW investi g ation t h at exuniver si ti e s have b een ~h a rge d
p osed discrimination
with di s cri mination again s t
a gainst women at the un i women in v i ol ation o f a 1 96 5
ver si t y.
S i nce t hen, a b cut
f ederal exe cuti ve o rder p ro$6 88, 00 0 in f unds h ave b ee n
h i biting se x and r a ce d i scte ~ayed.
Col umbia st an ds
cr i min a ti on by federa l cont o lo se up to $ 70 mil l ion
t ract o rs.
Abo ut 4 0 s c hoo l s
i n fe de ra l fund s t hi s year .
h ave re p ortedly h a d c on tracts
Ac ti o n again s t j o b
d e l a y ed as a result o f the
d i scr imi n ati o n a t t he
c harges .
uni ve rs i ty wa s fi rs t taken
i n 19 70 when Co l umb i a
Women 's Libe rati o n, work ing
with the Women' s Equity
Act ion Le a gue (WEAL ), sub At a r ecen t meeting o f
mit te d a r epo rt t o HEW o n
the Boar d o f Truste e s, t he
r es earch th a t r evea l ed
Por tl and Play ers v o t ed t o
wide spread i neq uities in
expand their endeavors in
teaching, admin i strative,
the field of communi ty
and supporting staff positheater, and in line with
tions.
Columbia Women's
this policy, they are
Liberation initiated a
o ff er i ng t o the studen ts
campus group in the fall of
in the area, b l ocks of
19 71, t he Wome n 's Affi rmat ive
t i ckets ~t reduced p rices
Acti on Co a litio n (WAAC) ; t o
for the Thursday even i ng
pressure t he admin i st ra t ion
performances .
to submit a comprehensive
Their ne x t production
plan of action wr itten b y
will be "Absence of a Cello"
Columbia women.
b y Ira Wallach, Feb . 10-11Women repr e senting the
12-17-18-19. I f students
facult y , administrat i on, and
show interest in attending
supporting and custodial
the play, one should phone
staff have attended mass
meetin gs on th e c ampus and
the theater, 7 9 9-7337, or c a
c al l Mrs. Had ley, Ward Box
endo r sed a n a ffi r mat i ve
Office Chairman, 799-4161
action plan t h at will be
submitted t o HEW. WAAC hopes
for further information.

Colu m b ia Women
Fig_h t Sex Bias

Portl a n d P l ayers Set
Up Studen t Rates
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National Survey Reveals Pogo
The results of a nat~onal
survey show UMPG rreshmen as
being atheistic, beer-drinking
leftists compared to their
national counterparts.
The
survey, conducted by the
American Council on Education .
reveals a politically aware
grouF of students at UMPG,
disapproving of college regulations, and are at this
campus for no other reason
than that they were not accepted
elsewhere. These novice
Pogoans are unambitious,
atheistic liberals who, while
understanding of others, would
like to be left alorie. They,
because of financial circumstances, must work their way
through school.
This picture of the typical UMPG freshman is arrived
at by comparing 500_ incoming
Pogoans with their peers at
326 other institutions.' Information was tabulated on
age, parents' education, occupation, and income.racial
-background, religious background or preference, military
status, marital status, location of home, high school
grades, rank and achievements,
-future plans, financial support,
selection of college, political views on specific issues,
life aims, persbnal traits,
and past activities.
In the
following evaluation, NN designates four-year colleges"
national norms.
' Fifty-four per cent
(NN 38%) of our entering
freshmen felt that we should
legalize marijuaha. Forty-ore
one per cent (NN 46%) felt that
there were too many rights for
criminals. An interesting
breakdown occurs between sex
on this issue. Males agreed
that there were too many
criminal rights with 51%
(NN 53), "females ' 33% (NN 40).
The abolition of the death
penalty was favored by over
73% (NN 60) and the lack of
governmental desegregation
action by 59% (NN51).
92%
(NN 91) felt that the government was not controlling
pollution while 80% (NN 77)
felt that the government was
not protecting the consumer.
The "women's place is in
the kitchen" idea was accepted by only 36% (NN 41).
Sex breakdown in agreement
was male, 43% (NN 51), female
. 30% (NN 31).
16-. 6% (NN 17 .1)
of the students said they
could barely communicate with
their parents. · Those in
favor of discouraging large
families amounted to 76%
(NN 68). More males were
in favor of regulating
family size both nationally and locally.
Job equality for women
was favored by 94% (NN89)
and college education
available for all won approval of 65% (NN 64).
39%
(NN 41) felt tnat one can

do little to change society
and dropping off the liberal
standard, only 30% (NN 32)
favored open admissions in
public colleges.
The about-to-be college
students also .commented on
the role of college and the
regulation of student life.
Only 6.2% (NN 14.8) felt
that UMPG should regulate
students off campus.
18%
(NN 26) agreed that the
college has a right to ban
a speaker.
On the question
of the college being too
lax on student protest,
41% (NN 46) agreed.
Sex
breakdown on laxity showed
males, both nationally- and
locally, agreeing with the
question much more strongly
than their female counterparts.
Exactly half (NN 54)
believed the benefit of
college is monetary and un- ·
like their liberal bent, only
32% (NN 39) felt that pre :...._
ferential treatment should
be given the disadvantaged.
Only 73% (NN 771 agreed that
the same degree standard
should be used for al"l.
Twenty per cent (NN 31) .
approved of the regulation
of student publications. A
whopping 80% (NN 76) favored
some type of student evaluation of faculty.
A startling
statistic is that 55% (NN 43)
were for the abolition of
college grades. Females
favored this both nationally
.and locally more than males.
The de-emphasiz1ng of
sports also came up with a
big surprise. While 33%
(NN 24) favored de-emphasizing,
local males showed much
strongei agreement with the
idea.
39% of the males
favored de~emphasizing sports
as compared to 28% of the
females.
Political affiliation was
asked directly~
90% (NN 84J
described themselves as being
from the middle-of-the road
to the far left. Far l~ft
enthusiasts were 3.3% (NN 2.9),
liberals were 41% (NN 36)~ and
middle-of-the-roaders were.
45. 6% (NN45. 3).
UMPG fresh'vOmen declared more middle-ofthe-road than males with
49% to 42% respectively.
There was an agreeable correlation with the national
sex breakdown.
Ten per cent
(NN 15) described themselves
as . conservative, while ."6
p~r cent nationally picked
far right and not one of the
entering Pogoans .did so.
Turning away · from
politics and evaluating
religidus preferen~es, a
revealing result comes to
the fore. While only about
2% nationally and locally
state that they were reared
in no religion, 21% (NN 14)
assert now that they are
either atheists or agnostics.

27% (NN 15) of the males,
and 16% (NN 12) females
chose these categories.
· Religious breakdowns
were as follows: responding
to religious rearing:
Protestant 52% (NN 53);
Catholic 43% (NN33); Jewish
.6% (NN 3); Other 2% (NN 10);
None 1.6% (NN 2.0). When
asked about current religious
preference: Protestant 35.3%
(NN 44.7); Catholic 36%
(NN 28); Jewish .8% (NN 2);
Other 7.2% (NN 11.8); None
'21 % ( NN 14 ) .
Two interesting observations arise from these
statistics. The major defections, especially in Maine
occur among Protestants.
Indeed, only in Maine do we see
afi increase in those choosing
to become Hebrew adherents,
a sharp i~crease in those
selecting other religions
than the three "American"
traditional types, and as
previously mentioned, a
bigger jump than indicated
nationally in those ·giving
up religion entirely. What
would have happened a few
years back if over 1/5 of
the people said that they
were atheists or agnostics?
With politics and religion behind us, a quick
scan at ihe reasons the entering freshmen selected UMPG
in particular is revealing.
While nationally 40% selected
their school b~cause of~its
reputation, only 23% chose
Pogo for this reason, 29% of
the females and 17% of the
males.
33% selected the
school because of its low
tuitioh and 30% felt the
special programs offered were
important. Those surveyed
were allowed to choose more
than one reason.
Only 1.8%
(NN 3.4) said that friends
attending the school had influenced their decision.
Ten per cent 'indicated they were here because they were
not accepted elsewhere (NN 3).
Ambition did not seem as
important to the Pogoans.
Only 22% (NN 34) wanted to
prepare for graduate or professional schools. On
selecting their probable major
17% chose e_ducation.
This included 27% of the females
and 5% males.
12% chose
business (males 21%, females
5%).
14% said they were going
into the Fine Arts . program.
The rest in order of
preference: social sciences,
7.8%; health professions,
7.2; history and political
science, 6.8; mathematics,
6.8; English, 6.0; preprofessional, 4.5; biological
sciences, 4.1; humanities
(other), 2.3; engineering, 2.1; physical sciences, .6;
and agriculture, .2.
Comparing entering Pogoans
to their national counterparts in regard to future
occupations, one would have

,,
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Freshmen As Beer-Drinking Leftists
difference between sexes
more artists, businessmen,
teachers, nurses and research
locally were athletic ability, math ability, mechaniscientists.
Two interesting
··cal ability, liberalism,
statistics: not one of the
entering freshmen said that
general popularity, publicspeaking
ability,, ini..c:lleche or she might be a clergytual
and
social
se:~-~onfiman and only one , male out of
dence
and
s)ensi
tivi
ty to crithe 500 students said that
ticism.
Only
the
last
catehe might be a coilege teagory
showed
more
females
than
cher~
males.
Variations between local
Only two per cent botn
and national feelings on
locally
and nationally felt
objectives which they conthe
chances
were good that
sider to be essential or
they
would
fail
one or more
very important show only
courses
during
their
acafive of twenty-four items
demic
career.
Economic
cirwith a difference of 5 p~r
cumstances
were
of
concern,
cent or more.
25 per cent
as 40 per cent (NN 29)
(NN 31) felt influencing
asserted
that they would be
social values important.
working at an outside job.
Only 31 per cent (NN 37)
53 per cent (NN 58) said
considered being very well
,off financially an important
chances were good that they
would be satisfied with UMPG.
goal.
This inqluded 41 per
13 per cent (NN 11) thought
cent of the males and 24 per
they would be transferring
cent of the females.
Ten
to another college while
per cent (NN 16) strived to
two per cent of the males
become a community leader
(NN 5) felt they would enand 22 per cent (NN 16)
list in the armed forces
wanted to create works of
before graduation.
art.
One-third (NN 39)
desired to succeed in . their
Eighty-one per cent
(NN 77) said that chances
own , business.
This inwere good that they would
cluded 47 per cent males
and 22 per cent females.
vote in the November presidential election. Only 6
Other differences in sex
per cent (NN 8) felt they
in life objectives or PFiwould be more successful
orities locally showed that than most while five per
65 per cent -of the males
cent
of the Pogoans, as well
wanted to be an authority
as their national peers,
in their field compared to
said tha~ they wo~ld pro54 per cent of the females.
bably
author a published
Obtaining recognition from
article.
one's peers was felt imporThe students were asked
tant by _47 per cent of the
about activities they enmales and 37 per cent of the
gaged in during 1971 either
femaies.
In responding to
frequently or occasionly.
whether they felt marrying
The
Mainiacs turned out to
within the next five years
very important, 23 per cent
be substantial beer-drinkers,
66 per cent (NN 57). This
of the males felt so and
despite
the fact that
33 per cent of the females.
ninety-six
per cent of them
On personal traits and
were
under
twenty. years of
those ones on which they
age!
The
comparative
lack
felt they were better than
·
o
f
religious
qoncern
appeared
average, the incoming · freshhere showing 82 per cent
men were hesitant in putting
(NN 89) attending a relichecks. They felt as a
group that they had more
gious service and 23 per
cent (NN 30) discussing
artistic abilities, polireligion frequently.
Frelitic~l iirieralism and more
understan.:''.i::g of others than
quent sports discussions was
marked by 37 per cent (NN 44).
their national peers.
On the
Only 60 per cent (NN 68) had
other hand, less of them felt
voted in student elections,
they had athletic ability,
only 60 per cent (NN 71) had
cheerfulness, drive to
.
r~act aoout rights and reachieve, leadership ability,
•
.
spons1. ,.~ ~• --1 ~t1es
an d 35 per
political conservatism,
cent (NN 42) had ar~anged a
general popularity, popdate for a student friend.
ularity with the opposite
Other results showed 18
se x , public speaking ability
per cent (NN 24) frequently
and self-confidence both
typing a home work assignment,
socially and intellectu55 per cent (NN 60) taking
ally.
vitamins and only 20 per
Males showed their greater
cent (NN 25) frequently askconfidence in personal traits
than females.
This was more
ing a teacher for advice.
flagrant here than nationally. Only 34 per cent (NN 47)
29.5 per cent of the males
had had vocational counseling
during the past year.
said they were better than
Differences of ten per
average in popularity with
cent or more between sexes
the opposite sex while only
showed females · extremely
19 per- cent of the females
topping
males in such actions
dared select it.
Other areas
that showed a ten per cent
as studying in the library,

checking out a library book,
discussing future with
parents frequently (males
29, females 49), reading
poetry not required ana
taking vitamins.
~he
males topped the females on
such behavior as being late
with a school assignment,
arguing with a teacher in
class, playing chess, discussing sports and having
vocational counseling.
Whem asked about major
sources of financial support, 49 per cent (NN 24)
indicated part-time or summer work, 46 per cent (NN
57) said parental aid, 28
per cent (NN 25) sai4 loans,
11 per cent (NN 8) said previous savings and 16 per
cent (NN 25) said scholarships and grants.
Interesting that one fourth
across the nation get grant
type assistance compared to
one-sixth here.
Seventyfour per cent expressed some
or major concern about financing college. · National
norm was 67 per cent.
The differe~ces between
grades and rank is rev~aling.
While 88 per cent (T: ~l)
state they were in the top
half of their class, only
6 per cent (NN 17) claimed
an A average. More people
locally graduated from high
school last June than nati. onally.
94.4 per cent (NN
93.6) of the new Pogoans
were 1971 graduates.
Ambition is another trait
difficult to attach to our .
first year students. When
asked for highest degree '
planned, 3 per cent (NN 4)
said none, 5 per cent (NN
2) said a two-year degree,
48 per cent (NN 41) stated
bachelors and 33 per cent
(NN 32) said a masters.
Ph.
D. or Ed. D was 6 per cent
(NN 10), health at doctor
level was 2 _ (NN 5) , law
degree, 2 (NN 4) and other
.2 (NN 2.0).
In keeping
with the great religious
attitudes not one selected
an ambition for a divinity
degree (NN . 4) .
A final category on distan~e from home to college
79 per cent said they were
within lOb miles compared
to the national ,. average 0f
51 per cent. Arid finall"
about 15 per cent of 501
students indicated that they
were editors of their high
school papers. Where the
hell are those seventy~five
people!!!
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Ethic Repres·entation
for all teacher association
affiliates of the National
Education Association and
prove unequivocally that we
The Student National Edudon't give lip service to incation Association, the nation's largest college stuvolving ethnic ~inority members." He added that the
dent organization, has anexecutive committee action
nounced that its official
task forces and conunittees
r~garding conunittee selection
quotas soon could lead to
will include at least onethird ethnic minority represimilar efforts ~n balancing
sentation.
The unpre cedented minority representation in '
SNEA governing bodies.
action was taken at a threeExecutive conunittee member
day meetin~ in Kansas City,
Dennis
Manzanares, a Chicano
Missouri.
The decision was reached
student from New Mexico and
by the SNEA executive comSNEA Rocky Mountain regional
mittee prior to the semirepresentative, lauded the
annual meeting of the 80,000
mandate as "the first tangible
member · org.anization' s reprecommitment of SNEA to ade- .
sentative qssembly January
quately ensure that minimal
minority representation is
28th through 30th.
SNEA president Frank Bur- prevalent. This action
ress, a government major at
states the minimum stanctarCs
Sacramento Sate College ,tn
acceptable to SNEA anc we
realize that as an organiCalifornia, stated:
"Our
action will set an example
zation we can not survive on

On Student NEA

FBI Chief Cites Value of
Newspaper -Carrier
Training
In a message to newspaper carr iers, J . Edgar
Hoover, Director of Federal Bure au of Investi gations, says," All Americans should be truly , grateful to
our newspoperboys for their contribution to
our society.
"Goad . citizenship in a democracy requires
painstakibg preparation on the part of our
youth. Our young people, if they ore to fulfill their future obligations to our society, must
be willing to be of service to the C<!mmunity,
They must learn to always respect the rights
and the property of others. Honesty, o sense of fair ploy and industriousness ore necessary
traits for those who would become useful
citizens."

'
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J. Edgar Hoover

BECOME A "USEFUL CITIZEN"
Sign Up as Circulation Manager

For THE VIKING Today!

Order a Frostline kit.
We'll throw in a
free lift ticket~
The money you save on Frostline's easy-to-assemble
outdoor equipment kits can mean a couple extra lift tickets
at . your favorite ski area thi$ winter, whether it's Vail
Killington, or Lubbock.
:.
'
Like the Parsenn Jacket ($28.50) . Nylon and goose down
make it one of the lightest, . :warmest coats on the slopes.
And the n:iatch ing Wltrm-up Pants ($21 .50). A full-length
two-way zipper lets you put them on or take them off without removing skis or boots. For days thafaren 't so cold wear
· either the Down Vest ($11.00) or Down ·Sweater ($16 .95) .
Nylon and goose down give them a few ounces-weight but
many degrees of warmth .
All Frostline kits are p_re-cut and pre- labeled. Assembly
is so simple even your roommate could put or,e together.
· All you have to add is a home sewing machins: Frostline.
,'
The kits ,made in America ... by everybody. Order dire:~t or send a postcard for a free color catalogue of eyerything-from parkas to
tents to nickel-plated grommets to Frostline / Oept CN1 / Boulder, Colp rado 80302.

minimums.
It will start the .
process of looking at minorities as qualif~ed members and
not just token officeholders."
Representing t~~ coutheast
region on the SNEA executive
committee, Robert Jennings, .
a black student, said: · "'I'his
act of lea~ership is a minimal
requirement and should by no
means be a standard.
However
. .
'
it is the right step towards
progressive education.
It is
time that all minoriities be
evaluated on the basis of capabilities and not on color,
class, nor creed.
Because
of discrimination, minorities
must be assured representation."

H~ppy Valentine's Day

The Anderson Papers
By TOM WICKER

The remarkab e series of documentary excerpts now being published by
the columnist Jack Anderson Is a putr
lie service ofihe . first order. Since
the authenticity of these documents
has not been denied by an obviously
discomfited White House, they provide a valuable glimpse into the making of policy-in this case, a policy
that to . many Americans seems tlisastrous. I
'
More than that, the Anderson papers
suggest the extent to which the Government can, and does, mislead the
public in the pursuit of what the
President and his advisers may decide is the national interest. They
show again the abundant use of security classification to keep the public
in ignorance. And they demonstrate
that publication is one of the few remaining checks on the foreign policy
powers of the imperial Presidency.
The papers make one thing per·
fectly clear-that President Nixon,
with the aid of pr. Henry Kissinger,
set out deliberately to put the Unite<l
States into a position of support for
Pakistan at whatever cost. "We are
not trying to be even-handed," said
Dr. Kissinger to high Administration
officials.
Thai might have been a proper
course for a nation opposing, say,
Hitler's expansionism. In the complex
situation on the Indian subcontinent,
Pakistan's obvious weakness-if nothing else-made self-defeating a policy
of all-out opposition to India. That the
brutal excesses of Pakistani repression
·of the Bengalis was overlooked,' to the
point where all aid to India was to be
suspended while clandestine means of
arming the Paks were sought, is simply T'f'pugnant to the American conscience-or ought to be.
Besides, nobody in W_ashington both·
ered to ·make clear to the public that
\Vashington was not being "evenhanded." Thus its condemnation of
India sounded more like a considered,
fair analysis than a deliberate, pur. poseful policy; and that is the kind of
swampy ground in which credibility
gaps are dug.
That is even more true of the In·
stance documented by Mr. Anderson
.In which. Dr. Kissinger and others
sought to transfer to Pakistan arms
already delivered to Jordan-while
maintaining the public posture that
arms were not being supplied to either
participant in the war! That is entirely
worthy of the men who brought you
"re-enforced protective reaction."
So was the public pretense that an
American carrier task force in the Bay
of Bengal was there to evacuate threatened Americans, if it is true {as alleged in the Anderson papers) that its
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actual mission was to divert Indian
ships and planes and-thus to 'weaken
the Indian drive against East Pakistan.
Nor do the various stories now being·
advanced to explain these 1111si other
Administration actions seem to hold
much water. If, for instance, the task
force actually was .there to stop India
from overrunning West Pakistain, too,
as Administration leaks now suggest,
nothing in India's a9tual behavior
toward West Pakistan seems to have
warranted such action; nor is it likely
that one carrier task force could have
been so effective a deterrent; and, in
any case, the American people still
were being misled about the deployment of their forces.
And if, as other ~rticles have suggested, Mr. Nixon's /intent really was
to solidify an American alignment with
China, also a supporter · of Pakistan,
against the Soviet Union, the curious
results are that Soviet power on the
subcontinent is vastly extended, as a
result, and American influence In India
is at lowest ebb. If we now are closer
to China than we were, what suggestion was there In their acrimonious
history that Peking and Moscow were
likely to be soon reconciled? In order
to gain face 1n China. did we really
need to lose our shirts in India?
Thus, hehind the facade of secrecy
and security which shields so much
of the Government's purposes and activities In the world, a policy that was
dubious a·t best was shaped tr, Mr.
Nixon's personal dictates, and presented to the _public as something other
than what it was. But the valuable
·documents Mr. Anderson has been
publishing must have been supplied to
him by someone with access to them
who believed either that that manner
of making policy, or the policy itself,
or both, ought to bo exposed to the
American people.
How else' could that be done. except
by publication? And if it is to be main·
tained, as the Nixon Administration
, did in the P,entagon Papers case, that
stamping "Top Secret" on the Govern·
rrient's memos and minutes makes
them immune to publication and superior to the First Amendment, then
security classification becomes an allencompassing means of concealing
whatever the Government wants ,to
conceal.
.
It took years for someone to c;llal;lenge that arrogant privilege, b -Ui•
case of the Vienam war; but it· If!:;
happened much more quickly in t'le
India-Pakistan case. Maybe the Gov·
emment is now finding Its own offi·
cials less willing to let deception and
ineptituc!A be shrouded in "security."

Forensics Is Booming
After an e x tended lull in
activities over the Christmas
holidays, forensics activities
are. on the rise and UMPG is
·
having good success. On the
weekend of the 29th . and 30th,
two teams composed of Bob
Berry, Celeste Saucier, Bob
Sands, and Paul Billings competed in the Bowdoin Freeze.
Bob and Celeste won quarter
finalist trophies; Celeste was
awarded the third best speaker
trophy from a field of about
80 debaters and Melvin Pic 1 l
won the coaches competition
which got him a bottle of
1962 vintage port.
Those successes were overshadowed the following weekend by a UMPG delegation accompanied by wa:i.-cer ::>twupt
at the Woodrow T.Tilr,o~
Forensics Tournament at
Monmouth College, in West
Longbranch, New Jersey. In
all, that delegation returned
to UMPG with five trophies,
despite the fact that ours
was the smaller delegation
at the Wilson tournament.
UMPG won fifth place in the
sweep stakes for overall
success.
Dan Lakeman, Chris
Cou ch, Ron Colby , ·nebbie Ha.11,
and Tom DErrah demonstrated
the e x cellence that won us
th ~ sweepstakes trophy.
Special congratulations are
due t o Lak eman who won first
plac e in Oral Interpretation;
to Couch who won the second
place trophy in Story Telling
and a first in Public Address;
and to Colby who was awarded .
the fifth place trophy irr
Original Poetry for the reading of his own works.
Thus far, --UMPG has qualified
six persons for the national
and individual events competition to be held in May.
Early this year at Southern
Connecticut, Celeste Saucier
qualified for Nationals by
winning second in Persuasion
Speaking and Lucy Boisvert
qualified by winning third
in Oral Interpretation.
On
April 7th and 8th the New
England Forensics Conference
will be hosted by UMPG at
the Gorham. campus, where
more students may qualify for
the national competition.
This weekend, Debbie Hall and
Dan Lakeman will particpate
in the University of Evansville Forensics forum.
The
debating team will also be
participating this weekend
in the Dartmouth Invitational
Tournament.
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On Listening To Labors
Of Love

portant of all, Shawn Phillips who plays guitar and
does the vocals.
As a writer/composer/
singer, Shawn has got to be
one of the greatest.
His
melodies are intricate, beautiful and impressive; his
singing can be sandpaper or
velvet, kind or . cruel, soft
Spring grass or .crackling
Fall frost.
His songs show
relevance, as in "8500 . Years":
"Any man can do whatever he
wishes/life is iacrosanct is
the only ism/ we're _telling
you to stop before you get
to war ... "; keen intellect,
as in "Us We Are":
" ... I
know I'm living in utopia/
with a strangly cloying absence of euphoria/ · and the
rapidly increasing senses
of dementia ~ .• "; and also
sharp wit, as in "Armed":
"Armed with the thought of
being God i respectfully
decline/ there wasn't ' really
very much money/ and the
work .was awfully hard ... "
Every song on the , \album
is a gem makinq the · total
work sparkle and shirie .•. a
crowning achievemen~ for
Shawn Phillips and truly a
labor of love.

Just An Old Fashioned Love
Song by Paul Williams, A&M
Records, SP-4327, $5.98
"There are those who
listen, and those who wait
to talk.
This Album is dedicated to the listeners."-Paul Williams
... And having listened,
I can not wait to talk; to
tell you about this new
album by Paul Williams.
The songs are all based on
the theme of "love".
Don't
think, however, that they
are sticky-sweet or lackihg
in substance, for they sometimes have an earthy feel
of reality as in "Waking
Up Alone" and "Gone Forever"; or the funky, good
fun sound as in, "Just An
Old Fashioned Love Song"
(far superior to the vers ion presented b y Three Dog
Night); or, perhaps, a simVice-President for Acaple statement of feelings
demic
Affairs William Macas e xpressed in "We've Only
Leod,
in a letter to faJust Begun" and "Simple·
culty
members
today, has
Man " , a song by Gr a h a m ,
outli.r1e.:
the
procedures
Nash (the only one on the
on pa~~-fail. · -·The vicealbum not written by Paul
president
stated that
Williams).
"several
instances
have
He croons out his disbeen
brou
g
h
t
to
my
attentinctive love songs in a
tion
which
seem
to
reflect
voice that is a combinasome
unawareness
of
present
tion of a gentle Rod Stepolicies
concerning
the
wart and Tom Rapp.
He is
pass-f~il
option."
backed by a my riad of musi- ...MacLeod explained that no
cians, one being David
req~ired course could be
Spinozza on guitar (his
taken pass-fail and that
talents can be heard on
when · a student chooses the
McCartney's Ram album).
pass- tail . option, "the
so. dedicated lisinstructor· is· no-t to be
teners, here's a new record
info1:'fue d of the student's
for y ou ... "to weave your
decision, and therefore
cl.ream upon and listen to
must give the student a
each evening when the lights
letter grade."
are low ... "
"There has been at least
Collaboration b y Shawn_
one
request to change the
Phillips, A&M Records, SPgrading
policy," stated the
4328, $5.98
academic
head.
"Any such
"Won't you listen to us
request
will
receive
earplease ... " asks Shawn Phil- .
nest
consideration
by
the
lips on h,i s new albJ.].m Colappropriate
committee.
But,
laboration, and you would do
until
such
grading
policy
well to do just that.
changes have been made, it
The album is the work of
is
clear that all of us are
primarily three men: Paul
obligated
to ' stay within
Buckmaster, who plays cello
the
framework
of the one we
and does the orchestral arhave."
rangements; Peter Robinson,
who plays keyboards and occasionally bass; and, most im-

VP Tells Faculty

' About Pass-Fail

·~

"WERE IT LEFT TO ME TO DECIDE WHETHER
WE SHOULD HAVE A GOVERNMENT WITHOUT
NEWSPAPERS, OR NEWSPAPERS WITHOUT A
GOVERNMENT, I SHOULD NOT HESITATE A
MOMENT TO PREFER THE L1ATTER."
Thomas Jefferson

•

·

6'6

Contress St , Portland. ·Me.
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of-a-bitch! Here I was
trying to help him and he
won't listen to me.
Some
people!" She's right, of
course . I am being rude,
but I'm in too much of a
hurry to care. Another
young man approaches; I
turn to him and ask my
question a third time.
The
familiar look of ignorance
crosses his face.
This
guy, however, doesn't even
use the forgiveable phrase
"I think"; instead he
launches into a hopelessly
tan g led set of instructions
which- I know to be incorrect.
Young blood requires
little heat to boil, and
mine is no exception. Besides, he's smaller than
me. As soon as the jerk
pauses for air I cut him
off, venting my bursting
spleen upon him with the
collective frustrption of
every weary pedestrian that
ever cursed the cruel pavement:
"Listen," I fume, "if
you don't know where it
is, why don't you just say
so? I can very easily ask
some one else, y'know. Ry
giving me wrong directions
you are doing me no favor,."
He recoils in disbelief, but
stumbles away and says nothing. At last I locate a
policeman whose eyes seem
to reflect a spark of in telligence.
Unfortunately there
is little art in guessing
the mind ' s construction from
the face. , He answers in a

Discontentment
by Max Millard
ASKING DIRECTIONS IN BOSTON
"Excuse me, can you please
tell me how to get to the
nearest subway station?" I
· ask a young Black at random
on the street. He is welldressea, and has his arm
wrapped around an attractive
white girl.
The man glares
at me icily and shrply replies, "I don't know, man;
I never take the subway.
Why don't you ask some of
these other people?m Whoops!
Another unintentional racial
slur!
I · never realized
that as x ing directions could
be in&ulting. But here comes
. an average-looking middleaged woman; the question is
repeated.
I watch her fac~
intently, having learned
from countless bad trips
not only that most people
would rather give wrong
directions than no directions at all, but that uncertainty . is nearly impossible to conceal.
This lady
is a sure . loser; her bewildermen t stands out at once·
But a stranger has asked her
for help, and she must npt
refuse.
"I think.··" she
beqins.
"Thank you," I chirp, skipping off wi e1o"t even letting
the fool finish her sentence.
I can almost hear her
thoughts:
"What a rude son- .
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faint Irish brogue:
"Go up
·this street and take a right
at the next turning, but at
the next turning of all,
take a left. And at the
very next turning, go neither
way, but turn dow indirectly
to the MTA .,station." I
mutter thanks and scurry off;
nb sense in giving this
guy any shit. By now I am
beyond the point of ordinary
emotions.
Revenge is the
only answer! My - salvation
arrives in the form of a
shrivelled-up little old
lady who looks like the nightmare of every insurance·
company president. Her
cracked voice, barely audible above the roar of traffie, innocently croaks, "Pardon me, sonny, do you know how ,
I get to the nearest subway
station?"
"Why certainly, Ma' am," I
chuckle with malicious glee ~
"Go up this street 8 blocks,
turn right at the traffic
lights, cross over and bear
to the left, contiuue walking till you pass n large
hardware store .... "

Writing Lab
This Semester
Here are the hours and
the locations of the two
labs: Portland, 11 Grani te Street, WedneEday, 1012 and 1-5 and Thursday,
3-5. Gorham, 209 Bailey
Hall, Monday and Wednesday
from 10-1.
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Howdy's m,Wng a great new chicken dinner thaJserves six. I

6 hot buttered rolls

You get sixb~gs ofF:enchfries, six wann_, buttered rolls,
and a whoppmg 15 pieces of mouth.;watenng, goldenfried chicken. Best of all, on any Monday, Tuesday or
Wednesday,itonlycosts$3.99(regularprice$6.09).
At prices like that, who can squawk?
I
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1_5 pie~es .o tH0:,V?Y'S
Golden Fned Chicken

.
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1209 FOREST AVENUE Phone Your Order: I
(At Morrill's Corner~
797. •9812
lI
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The UMPG Intereollegiate Doekey Team
The Story Of Its Formation ·

..

A mid-October suggestion
from student Jim Morrison
to Student Affairs Associate Dean Chappy Menniger,
advice from graduate student Lee Roy and cooperation
all along the line with
university administrators
has brought a full-fledged
intercollegiate ice hockey
team to this university campus.
Last month the Board
of Trustees gave Chancellor
Donald McNeil authority to.
approve minor intercollegiate sports not requiring
massive budgeting.
The
next day McNeil approved ice
hockey and sailing to the
intercollegiate varsity
status.
The beginning moments of
this is described by Morrison.
The first boost for
the team came shortly after
their first meeting.
"The
following week it was
announced that a new Ice
Hockey Arena was to be built
on Riverside Street in
.
Portland," relates Morrison.
A meeting was held between
university represenzyatives
and Thomas O"Connell, the
owner, as to the feasibility
of using _the arena. While
this was -being accomplished,
the ice hockey enthusiasts
approached the Student Affairs Committee and almost
in an unprecedented move the
student group started tossing
money their way.
$1200
would be given as a guarenteed loan to the athletic
department and $1300 as a
loan almost to Jim Morrison
himself to be paid back this
June.
Any receipts gained
from the gate would go towards paying back the latter portion.
The money was funded and
the first practice saw over
twenty students show up.
"Needless to say," states
Morrison, "it did't look like the Boston Bruins." More
than 90 per cent of the
turn-out had never played any
orgariized hockey.
Then practices were killed .
by exams and vacations.
The
second practice did not take
place until mid-January.
That is not to say t.::e
team was not busy.
~hP.
month of December was used
for organization, programming games, promotion and
fundraising.
Morrison adds
"our objective was to have
UMPG participat~ in Ice
Hockey on an intercollegiate
level ahead of Orono.
In
other words, for UMPG to
create its own identity as
an institution."
The team organizers then
received their two final
boosts.
Another $1500 was
raised and after politicking
with administrators they

to come to UMPG.
Morrisuu d.::;;:;erts that
"UMPG wi11 ~.e :ecognized
-by its own identity and will
be qompeting with other major
schools.
Concerning the future,
Morrison states that "it lies
ahead." He explains:
"I
for one feel that for UMPG
despite all its merger growing pains, it is a pleasani
future.
The support given by·
Calisti. Dr. Costello, and
the university community have
been beyond either Lee Roy's
or my own furthest stretches
of imagination when we first
sat down last October."
"I for one," concluded
Morrison, "am glad to have
at least played some ~mall
part in the development of
UMPG as an institution of
higher learning."

gained the go-ahead for
i~tercollegiate status for
their sport.
After the green light was
given, Robert Folsom of the
Physical Education Department
began calling ctifferenL
colleges in the area ~n:
games in the immediate future. · While this was going
. on, team members were providing their own transportation to get to. WBstbrook,
-Brunswick and Lewiston for
practices.
The first Pogo Ice Hockey game was played in
Waterville's Old South End
Arena against Thomas College.
Morrison describes the circumstances surrounding that
game.
"Feelings of doom
were paramount as the mercury
at game time was ten below
and Tom Patterson with a car
full of guys (3 of them startModel Abortion
ers) hadn't arrived yet."
l
·
Program
The Patterson car broke down
Imm ediate Help With No Delays
in Lewiston.
The team members borrowed one of their
father's cars and that broke
down on the turnpi~e. Inexperience and t~e loss .of half
the starting team ended with
L score. of 8-1.
Robert }oddard scored the lone UMPG
goal·.
On January ~~th, the Pogo
133 East 58th Stree t, New York
team took on the Portland Mer- A COMMUNITY ABORTION
chants at tne Westbrook Rotary
SERVICE AFFILIATED WITH
A MAJOR
Hockey Rink.
A crowd of 300
METROPOLITAN HOSPITAL
watched the Sunday afternoon
game as the Merchants, comUnsurpassed safety record of
in-patient and out-patient aborprised of ex-hockey plavers;
tions by Board-certified gynesubd~ed the UMPG team 3-0.
co lo gists and anesthesiologists .
The next day the team
Low costs of abortion proced- .
traveled to Bridgton Acaures:
demy, but the home team
Pregnancy
up to 10 wks ., D & C, $150
proved strong and experiup to 13 wks., D & C, $250
enced and crushed the visit14-24 weeks, Saline or
ing team 7-0.
The rest of the
Mechanical Induction, $400
year will see seven more games
Free services available to abortion
patients
includ
e
psychiaincluding a March date with
tric counseli~g. family planning
the Orono Hockey Club.
This
and birth control. No referral
next week will see a Wednes-_
n eeded. No referral fee or contribution solicited ever. Private.
day night game at Westbrook
Confidential.
against North Yarmouth AcaFor free information,
demy.
Garnes start at 7: 30.
counseling and
A seven o:clock game in
immediate appointments,
Portland on Saturday night
DIRECT SERVICE LINE ,
TO MEDICAL CENTER .
will see a return match with
the Portland Merchants.
(212)PLaza 5-6805
Morrison was ~sked to qive
Call 8 AM to 8 PM
· his view of the importance of
Mondays through Saturdays
the hockey team and also how
it got started so quick; He
gave several reasons.
The
club was organized and financial arrangements were
WANTED:
CAMPUS EXPEDITION
made to carry out its funcREPRESENTATIVE
tion within three weeks.
The
organizing and promotion was
for new education company, to
sound enough to get approval
obtain participants from your
as an intercollegiate sport.
school for scientific field
An agreement with the Riverexpeditions.
Excellent income
side arena will work to make
opportunity.
Interested Sophit a permanent home for the
mores and Juniors write · stating
only Maine hockey team.
qualifications to: David Trook,
"Scheduling of games in
other sports with Orono may
ADVENTURES IN EDUCATION
now be forthcoming, as the
68 LEONARD STREET
ice so to speak is broken."
02178 BELMONT, MASS.
This start-up will encourage
high-school hockey p~ayer~

WICKERSHAM
WOMEN'S
MEDICAL
CENTER
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Sports Notices
There will be baseball
tryouts for pitchers and
catchers today at 7 p.m.
in Hill gym.
All baseball candidates
must report to the infirmary prior to February 28th
for medical check-up.
Formal practice will begin
that day at 5 p.m. on the
Portland campus.
There will be Indoor
Soccer Tuesday at 9 p.m.
The deadline for entries
in the first annual Maine
Badminton Tournament is
Thursday, March 2.
Competion will begin on March
4th at 10 a.m. at the Hill
gymnasium.
The play will
be in men's doubles and
singles, women's doubles
and singles, and in mixeQ
doubles.
This event is
co-sponsored by the Portland YMCA and UMPG.
Applications are available
at the P.E. office on bot~
campuses.
Plans are underway to
enter a strong undergraduate
volleyball team in New England Collegiate Volleyball
Tourney at Springfield College on March 4th.
Practices will be held Monday ,
Wednesday and/ Friday afternoons from 3 to 5 at the
Portland gym.
Coaches Don
Thomas and Bob Folsom invite all interested players
to join the club.
If you
have experience and enjoy
volleyball why not give it
a try?
I

Pogoans Drop Three
UMPG had a rough time on
the road last week as they
dropped three games.
Dana Wilson went wild
Tuesday night at Bangor as
Husson won 122-96. The
outside-shooting Little
All-American ran up a record
56 points as he spearheaded
the fastbreaking Braves attack. Pogo_ did put on a
good rally in the second
half as they cut a 21- p oint
halftime deficit to trail
61-65, but the unstoppable
Mr. Wilson took over agqin
and they never co u ld catch
up. Mike Lav igne h 1d 19
to lead Pogo as 5 me H hit
double figur e s. Andy
Dufqrt had 14, Bob Bradbury,
and Dave Tamulevich, 13,
and Fay Morrill, 12.
Thursday night Worcester
State defeated Pogo 92-79.
The game was close throughout as Worcester lead 36-34
at- the half but Pogo could
not handle their full-court
press late in the seoond
half and Worcester went on
to win their 10th straight.
Dave Tamulevich had 25 for
Pogo _in a strong effort and
Mike Lavigne, 16. Fay
Morrill pulled down 12 rebounds- Art Gazal had 30
and Mal Person 24 for the
winners.
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Pogo dropped one to
Bryant Saturday night in
Providence by a score of
73-53.
Both teams scored
little in the first half as
Bryant led 28-10. UMPG rad
good defense but was ice
cold from the floor throughout the game~
They did pull
to within 6 early in the
second half but· Bryant held
on and widened the lead. ·
Mike Lavigne had 15
points to · lead Pogo 1 s attack.
Bob Bradbury scored
8 p9ints and hauled down
20 -rebounds in rugged traffic beneath the basket.
The loss put UMPG's
record at 5-11 for the
season.
They travel to
Plymouth State College next
Tuesday and then begin a
four-game home stand with
games against Boston State
Thursday .night and Farmington Saturday night at the
Hill Gym.
Game time is
8 :_00 p.m.

Temple U Students
May Fine Faculty
Temple University committees of students, faculty,
and administrators are considering an all-campus
disciplinary code that would
apply to faculty and administrators as well as students.
The code would provide
for fines up to $200. if a
teacher was r e p eated l y late
for class, or if he gave a
student bad academic advice.
Smaller fines - $50. and
less - could be levied on a
faculty member if he or she
refused to allow a student to
take exception in a reasonable manner ~o the faculty
member's views.
Campus courts would have
the power to levy fines
ranging from $5. to $200. and
to dismiss students, faculty,
and administrators.
A person convicted of
smoking marijuana · could be
fined $50. and put on probation for a semester.
Destroying uni v ersity property
could call for fines up to
$200. and dismissal for the
offender.
/

PoGo Pun]abs
by Mike Preston
During the . past two months
this columnist has been doing
extensive research into the
background of Erich Segal., the
writer of Love Story.
I first
became suspicious 6f Mr. Segal
upon reading his book and .learning that love supposedly "means
never ,to be sorry." Wondering
how anyone could stumble upon
this obviously false conclusion,
I decided to find out for myself.
After 7 weeks of searching
through the remnants of Mr.
Segal's circular file (having
slipped his private trash man
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a ten-spot)' rI struck it rich
but refrained from yelling
Eureka!
What I had found was a
letter from a Clifford Irving
to Mr. Segal in reply to the
latter's request of the ·
former.
Mr. Segal had apparent- '
ly submitted a list of "love
is" phrases to Mr. Irving to
obtain his opinion concerning which phrase might ma~c
a catchy subtitle for his
rrook. We all know the
choice Mr. Irving made, but
few of us know of the list he
was submitted to choose from.
That list, soon to be known
as the "love papers" due to
its . previous top s~cret status
follows in f ,ull
(a)
Love is buying a case
of Hai-Karate - and hoping it
works.
(b)
Love is Eddie Beard
admiri~g himself in a fulllength . mirror.
(c)
Love is knowing that
Dottie Moore is there to give
you a lift when your spirits
are down.
(d)
Love is using Listerine
twice a day.
(e)
Love is letting her
p ~r ticipate in Women's Lib and
no t complaining even when she
s tops wearing those expensive
bras.
(e)
Love is telling the
cafeteria worker that the sandwich was great despite the fact
that it's still stuck to your
upper plate.
(g)
Love is asking Ron
Mazer how his research is progressing and hoping for his
wife's sake that it's going
well.
(h)
Love of English is
surviving two semesters of Professor Burke's Freshmen English.
(i)
Love is taking the
chance of destroying he~ childhood fantasies by telling her
that Coke isn't the real
thing.
(j)
Love is a co-ed telling Dr. Calisti that his talk
on ~"Your Gold Fillings and
Phase II" was really great.
(k)
Love is carrying a
package of Certs just in case.
(1)
Love is calling the
Student Affa~rs and asking them
if you can join the "Affair of
-the Month" club.
(m) - Love is sitting through
a 2 1/2 hour l~cture for her 6n
the socialization process of
fireflies when she's sick and
can't make it.
And finally, Love is .
(1)
All of the abo v e
(2)
None of the above
(3)
A, C, E, and L of the
above
Or
(4)
D and G of the above

Editorship Open
The position for editor of
the observer is open. Any
person desiring to apply
should pick up application
papers at either student center.
~he publication board
will be meeting on February
15th to pick the next editor.
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Intramural Basketball
TEAM X - 47
SMO - 32
In a low scoring game,
Team X managed to take a
20,13 lead at the half.
There were a lot of turnovers by both teams in th'e
first half.
Childs (Team
X) and Nappi (SMO) were the
leading scorers.
In the
second half, Childs and
Curtis controlled the
boards and put the game
away for Team X.
JOINT TORTS - 49
FROG CITY FALCONS - 33
Another low scoring .
affair.
Both teams made
a lot of turnovers - the
Joints can be excused by
reason of the longer layoff.
Sitarz (JT) and Maumauras (FCF) were the scorers in the first half. · Ih
the second half the tempo
,picked up with the Falcons
outhustling the Torts , but
the lawyers were able to
take this one handily .
S. P. REJE .CTS - 65
FRUSTRAS - 26
In a game that was over
by halftime (32-09) the S.P.
Rejects ran all over Frustras.
Piacentini and Marneau
led the Rejects as the
lawyers couldn't hit a
thing.
The second half
saw the same thing as the
Rejects ran away and hid.
FACULTY .:_ 5 9
SMO - 31
Another slow-starting
game (26-15 faculty at the
half) that saw each team
having difficulty after the
long vacation. Gavin (F)
controlled the boards and
Martin and Piacentini scored
on a number of fast breaks.
Silver and Fasulo were
bright spots for SMO.
CLASS ACTION
2
S.P. REJECTS - 0
Forfeit
TEAM X - 66
VI~IATED RUBRICS
43
Team X contined its unbeaten ways at the expense
of the 2nd year law school.
Curtis and - Childs controlled
the boards and led Team X to
a 28-17 halftime lead.
In
the second half, Team X
board control and shooting
by Casey put the game away.
The VR put on a good team
effort in a losing cause.
CONTINGENT REMAINDERS - 82
TEP - 48
TEP came out ready to play
and gave the CR's a bit of
a scare . The Remainaers led
by 5 ( 32 -2 7) at the half.
The second h alf saw TEP r un
out o f ga s a n d t h e CR ' s ge t
RE D HOT. ' The Remain ders out
scored TEP by a 50-21 clip
f or the win.
S . P. REJECTS - 51
UN ION FOREVER - 44
The Re j ects t o ok a quick
l e ad in this o ne (with Walker and Tinsman lead i ng the
Reje ct s pu rt ) . UF c losed
the gap to 4 by t h e half ( 2016 ) .
In the s e cond hal f f he
Rej e cts t ook a dvantage of

THE UMPG VIKING ,
good board control to hold
the Unionists off and put
the game out of reach. Wiley
was the outstanding UF-er
while Tinsman and Walker
took the honors for the Rejects.
CLASS ACTION - 53
FRUS TRAS - 3 4
Class Action, led by Bragdon and Johnson took charge
early and were on top of the
game at the half 24-12.
The
second half saw more of the
same with Johnson and Russ.
It would seem to us that
Frustras would probably play
a better game if they concentrated on playing the
~ ame rather than trying to
referee it.
SMO - 54
FROG CITY FALCONS - 40
Sloppy play dominated
the first half as many
turnovers were committed. ·
Dibiase (SMO) and Maumauras
(FCF) were the leading
scorers as SMO led 22-21
at the half . . In the second
half Dibiase and Nappi began
to click for SMO and the
Organization won it going
away .
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Standings

w

L

Team X
7
Contingent Remaind. 6
Faculty
5
Tri-C Lepers
4
Joint Torts
4
SMO
4
S.P. Rejects
4
Vitiated Rubrics
3
Class Action
4
Golden ~orde
2
Frog City Falcons
2
Union Forever
O
Frustras
O
TEP*
0
*Team still drafting.

0
0
1
2
2
3
3
3
4

TEAM

4
5
5
6

7

"The Stranger," Thursday,
7:30, Bailey Auditorium

"Macbeth", Friday, 7:30, Baile y Auditori u ir

/
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A Job For Every One

Ask The Viking ·

by Don Lamontagne
Career Information Center:
It's ne ve r to early to start
planning y our carEer, and a
good starting point is the
Caree r Information Center, Rm.
219 Luther Bonney on the Portland campus.
Information ori
graduate schools and careers
from A to Z are on fil~ there.
Blanche Mack or Susan Babb will
be glad to show you how
to utilize the information
located there.
Portland Campus Interviews:
The following recrui~ers are
due on the Portland campus
t he week of February 14.
Represe ntati ve s from National
Cash Register, on February 14,
will be - seeking recruits in any major of the four year
programs.
The Paul Revere
Insurance Co. is looking for
students on February 15, who
are interested in Underwriting, /
Claim Examining, Actuarial,
Systems, Data Processing, and
Operations Resear ch.
Also on the 15th,
Star Market f rom Cambridge,
Massachuset ts, will be here
to intervi e w any four-year
or two-year prog ram majors as
possible Store Manager Trainees.
Another opportunity for
either four-year ,o r two-year_
program majors will come with
the qrJ:ival of representatives
from the Mercantile Stores Co.
of New York.
This company
offers career possibilities in
the line of Merchand i s ing Management or Buying. An y student
planring a career e ither in
Estate Planning or Insurance
Sales should plan to meet with
Connecticut Life Representatives
on Wednesday, February 16. ·
Summer Employment: The Portland Placemerit Office has received a notice that the New
Hampshire Department of Personnel has openings for Summer
Social Worker Trainees.
An
examination will be held Friday,
March 10, in Concord, New
Hampshire.
For further details
see the Bulletin posted outside
the Career Planning and Placement Office in Payson-Smith.

Q.
Can the UMPG Bookstore
sell books and other articles lower than community
book stores?
A.
Yes.
The Chancellor's
Office states emphatically
that th ey can sell at any
price "as long as they break
ev e n on the whole local
operation."

Q.
What happens to UMPG
bookstore profits?
A.
The finance officer of
the University has ruled
that all profits now stay
with the local bookstore.
Th is profit may be used in
the f ollowing year either to
buy additional eq u ip ment,
lower book prices or for
any other reason the local
bookstore decides.

Q.
Can you print any info
on the status of senior class
rings? When will we be
able to order them?
A.
Orders will be taten on
March 7th and 8th.
John
Roberts Co mpany has been
Four
award~d the contract.
rings are avai lable.
~ra ditional men's ($44), t ra ditional women 's ($20,',
dinner ring f ~ r women
($24 .50) and an experimental ring for men ($3 2).
Five do ll ars of each price
must be paid as a deposit.
Three dollars goes to a s tudent slush f~n~
and cwo
dollars to the ~ ookstore.

Q.
Two departments in the
School of Nursing have
similar names.
One is
called medical surgical
nursing and the other is
named advanced medical
surgical nursing.
Is this
just to provide administrative positions?
A.
A r epresen tative of one
of the departments explains
that th e two depar tm e nts are
on entirely diff er ent plains.
Advanced medical surgical
nursing us ~ to be called
comprehensive nursing and
deals wi th leadership, organiza tional theory, etc.
Medical surgical nursing
deals with fu nd amen tal techniques.
Th ere are conflicting opinions in the Schoo l
o n the advisibility o r
applicability of the similar
titl es.
Unfortunately the
"o ppo n ents " did not he ar
about i t until i t was t oo
late to change it.
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Music AND
FRIENDS e Q.

The Time Schedule for
,
.
Just
turn
your
friends
Spr
ing
courses l ists the
1
' ~ onto the Fi nest s tereo Equipment.. .they·11 thank following three courses
~.s- ~ you for it. You can quote outrageously low prices
..,1i-,- oneverymajorbrand.
taught in 407 Bailey Hal l,
q.,.,~
ourwarehousebuyingvolumehasmade all meeting at the same
">~.,.'<>~~ our prices the country·s lowest We pass time:
EDU 317 Teaching
"c- q+. , the savings on to you.
.
.
.
q"~:.">0 , ~ When your classmates hear your Social S t udies in the Se.....1(!1.,. ~C!I.J,.' ~ low prices and compar.e them to _
t~e condary Schoo 1 .
EDU 318
~-r. ,· , local reta11ers ...you re going ,o rrieaching <::cience in the
~ win a few friends and ma ke l· :
·_ ~
.
«l~~ quite a bit of money too.
~econdary School.
EDU 329
~. . . "~"'~~,
IFthisturnsyouonand Te aching English in the
00 v G?A,~
you think you ca n sell at
d
S· h 1
7
lf-1,~~ ~,..~ least one sy stem a Secon ary
c oo ·
_
~
month. fill ou t th.~
All are t ':rngh t, accora. .>-:<.'! ~ ' coupon and · we 11 ing to the time schedule, '--·r
. .,.,«l
,~e talking to you . , the same person' and each
·
".;,v
'~
course is for 3 credits.

Feb. 14, 19 72
The person teaches one
other course.
Is this considered a f11l l load?
~.
The cour~e s in question ,
ra ugh t by Wal ter Pe terson,
have been combined into one
course en titled "Teaching in
th e Secondary School."
In
order to avoid confusion
for state certification and
for the student, the three
courses were separately
titled.
Peterson receives
3 credits each for two divisions and 6 credits for
supervis i ng 12 student
teachers to make up his
full twelve hour load.

Events' ln
Perspective
Monday
8:00 Pilobolus, acroba tic
group, Russell Hal l, Free.
Tuesday
3: 00 l'Tl}e Motorization of
American Highway Transportation, An Analysis of the
Coming of the Automobile,"
Lecture, Joel Eastman, Faculty Lounge, Luthe r Bonney,
Free.
3:30 Council Mee ting, Room
219, Bailey.
Wednesday
4:30 ; Paul Metcalf, author,
lecture and readings, Student Union Annex, Port la~d ,
Free.
7:30 UMPG Ice Hockey, Nor th
Yarmouth Academy, at Westbrook.
8:00 Igor Kipnis, harpsichordist, Russell ~all, Free.
8:00- The Society for the
Preservation and Encouragement of Barber Shop Quartet
Singing in America, Inc,
Singing & Recruiting, Luther Bonney Auditorium, Free.
Thursday
3:15 Women's Basketball, UM
at Farmington, Hjll Gym, Free.
3:15 Women's Badminton, UM
a·t Farmington, Hill gym, Free.
7:30 "The Stranger," Movie,
Orson Welles, Bailey Auditorium, .50 with ID, (Series
$2.00).
8:00 "Men's Basketball, Boston S t ate , Hill Gym, Free
with ID.
Friday

I ,

-t··t~~

r
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7:30
"Macbeth", Mo vie, Orson Welles, Bail ey Auditori um, .50 with ID (Serie s $2) .
Saturday
7:00 UMPG Ice Hockey, Portland Merchants, at Expo RL1k.
7:30
" A Preview into the
Wo rk of S t an Brakhage ," d eals
with occult and majic, Lut h er Bonney Auditorium, $.50.
8:00 Men 1 s Basketbal l, UM
Farmington, Hill Gym, Free
wit h ID.

